
Tracks in the Triangle Trenches, May 31 '17

John and Merrily Wright <jandmw@icloud.com>
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Waters risingl At the time of my last update, we were all catching our breath as the early Big Wood flooding was receding. Now, all are ready

for the REAL flooding that was said to surely be coming. So maybe this is it! However, the forecast temps are not too extraordinary, and in fact,

unseasonably low today. That will offer some reliel I think. And every day, those huge Cottonwood leaves the entire length of the river get larger

and more vibrant, availing themselves to more of that water, thereby reducing the flow a billionth. At this time of year, whenever the sun is out,

all the green lush growth around us helps mitigate the flooding from snow melt above. We'll find out if it's enough soon.

This is the Main Headgate at top of the canal. The woody debris threatens, at times to stop canal flow entirely. However, we are getting by, for

now. I was able to move that huge log just a tad down stream where the concrete wall is holding it, ever so slightly, away from the gates. Now, I

believe lt is actually helping us as it is no longer inhibiting flow but instead deflecting most floating debris on past and away from the gates. I say

we leave it as is until we really can't get what we need as far as flow down the canal.
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I have had several users inquire as to why the large fluctuations in flow at points downstream in the laterals this year. This is the current time line
on our internet monitoring of canal flow right out of the river. The large variation in CFS illustrates our attempts to keep flow up by opening the
gates, all the while flow is being restricted by debris floating down in the Big Wood and plugging up the gate openings. Occasionally, however,
like at the the far right end of the time line, the tables are reversed. Suddenly, a huge clog of debris breaks loose and water pours in

unexpectedly, and we are faced with either shutting the gates down or trying to accommodate the sudden high flow. This happened twice in the
last few days, once at 1 AM. ln the last few days, many users are shutting off for haying. That also leads to somewhat of a scramble for us as we
rush to accommodate large changes in demand.

My point here is to make it clear what my reaction typically will be in these situations. Many canal managers would rush immediately to the gates

at the top, and begin cranking them closed. And, in the event of life or limb somehow being threatened due to high water, I would certainly
agree. However, when that is not the case, my reaction is to make a quick review of all the ends of the ditches to see if there is room to
accommodatetheexcesswater. lttakesalittlelongerandoccasionallyl'vehadalittleminorflooding,butusually,itsjustamatterofmakinga
handful of adjustments throughout the system and saves me the harder work of shutting gates down, and then having to reopen them once
exact levels and needs are determined. Our various recharge ponds on the lower end of the system usually allow for me to handle extra water,

andrechargingtheaquifer,inmyopinion,benefitsusall intheend. Andfornow,thereisplentyofwatertojustifysuchause. Waterkepthigh
at all points allows for readily available water at all times for all users. .....and everyone is happier ; )

Recent burning at Thornton's. Slowly getting a few slash piles burned when all the flows are properly adjusted to the users satisfaction.
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A fleshy Mermaid, now sunbathing, after being flushed from the depths of one of the gate clogs.

Other recent accomplishment, with Jolyan's help, was to establish a list of "rides" or "drives" along each section of the system, for record keeping

purposes. Chris and I can keep the record up to date showing when each section of ditch was thoroughly looked over as well as daily flows at

the tops of each lateral. Jolyan is the go-to-guy for computer generated charts. Thanks Jolyan.

l've asked at the Valley Coop for them to order and have on hand Weedar 64, a broadleaf herbicide, and Rodeo, a glyphosate herbicide, both

which are safe and appropriate to use in close proximity to water. Chemical use always draws a lot of attention so should anyone desire to ask

more about these products, don't hesitate to get in touch with me regarding their use or my plans for either one.

.,lohn Wright
775-934-6200

Recent visit to the Colorado River in Arizona. 15,000 cfs --?


